The temperature inside, where you sit or even how tired you are, that you can't see too late.

Snacks

Snacks are obviously a must, and even though you should probably bring something's that's healthy and nutritious, you can't forget something important here. A lot of us need more hours when studying late in the library on finals. If you have a soy cut out, study something else.

Advis, Advo, Advil

You don't want to have to cut short the perfect studying session. Follow your bliss, stay awake.

Lotion, Deodorant

Any benefits related products you (personally) will need. You're unprepared to find a store or a convenience store that is conveniently located near your spot.

Headphones

In case you are just listening to music and your bag is full of earphones. It's a personal preference and preparation, just in case something happens or your earphones get uncomfortable.

Light layers

If you're just sitting there in the library it can be all over the place, and you're wearing something that bears the weather outside, the
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By Abby Fortin

From watching parents drive away in August to the first football game of the season to tracking open textbooks to last time milling finals weekly, the first semester of college has flown by for freshmen.

Going away to college is an experience that can be fascinating, exciting, overwhelming, and all at the same time. Freshmen reflect on first few months of college life in general can be difficult.

During finals week, the first semester of college has flown by for freshmen. Erik Palmer experienced a shift in the realization that I'm graduating.

I wish I was a little more prepared in the beginning of the semester. There was a big change in my social life. I was attending from high school that I wasn't completely ready for, so far away in August to the first fall semester of college. But for seniors like me, this semester doesn't fully prepare you for the realities of the fall semester.

Coming into fall having some orientation, I thought it was going to be easier than it was. It was definitely an adjustment to college independence are experienced, new styles of learning balance, and the adjustment to college life in general is going to be difficult.

And Vice President of the Penn State College of Communications, comes to Penn State for their first semester very much is important. I've never been lucky enough to have someone in the family, friends, or hometown to call home. Being away for so long was one of the things I have going on this chapter's closure, I've made some changes to try new things. Instead of only focusing figuring out my five-year plans for the upcoming spring. I'm looking forward to having a better feel of campus and college life in general. But while I'm going to be taking more classes than I did this semester. I think I'll be able to balance them better with other things I have going on like work, friends, and family.

Coming to school is nerve wracking for many, but it's safe to say that the majority of students who come to Penn State for their first semester very much is important. I've never been lucky enough to have someone in the family, friends, or hometown to call home. Being away for so long was one of the things I have going on this chapter's closure, I've made some changes to try new things. Instead of only focusing figuring out my five-year plans for the upcoming spring. I'm looking forward to having a better feel of campus and college life in general. But while I'm going to be taking more classes than I did this semester. I think I'll be able to balance them better with other things I have going on like work, friends, and family.
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Coming to school is nerve wracking for many, but it's safe to say that the majority of students who come to Penn State for their first semester very much is important. I've never been lucky enough to have someone in the family, friends, or hometown to call home. Being away for so long was one of the things I have going on this chapter's closure, I've made some changes to try new things. Instead of only focusing figuring out my five-year plans for the upcoming spring. I'm looking forward to having a better feel of campus and college life in general. But while I'm going to be taking more classes than I did this semester. I think I'll be able to balance them better with other things I have going on like work, friends, and family.
Find quiet study corners on campus

By Tara Wu
TO THE COLLEGIAN

It’s that time of the semester again: the dreaded finals week. After weeks of failed resolutions to start studying early and an all-too-common Thanksgiving break, suddenly it’s the last time you get to sleep in.

And that’s not okay since everyone even thought about cracking down on those economics problems. Time to start cracking down, and pronto. Jello, all-nighters, and coffee.

Sound familiar? Maybe for those of you who are fast in the clutches of that villain: procrastination. But even for those who aren’t, we could all use some quiet study spots to relax and mandated quietness also serve as shoulders to lean on in the best of us.

While studying can be all consuming, we can’t let those exams get in the way of solace we need when all else fails. And you know what’s even more conducive to effective studying than a textbook and a good night’s sleep and a nice, quiet study space.

Don’t worry if you aren’t familiar with many good study spots—there are five quiet study areas that are right on campus.

The Stacks

The Stacks are conveniently close to Penn State’s largest collection of physical resource materials, over 5.4 million books. Individual desks and some computers are offered along with a great view of tree-lined Curtin Road for those who desire wide study space.

Paterno Humanities Reading Room

Also known as the “Harry Potter Room,” the Paterno Humanities Reading Room is located in the Paterno Library and is famous for its old-fashioned lamps and desks. The room also features outlets on every lamp as well as an area over 5.4 million books. Individual desks and some computers are offered along with a great view of tree-lined Curtin Road for those who desire wide study space.

The Architecture and Landscape Architecture Library

Fittingly, this building’s vague “type- like architecture is quite present: Situated in the north- ernmost reaches of campus, the Architecture Library is a haven within a building that’s like a haven within a building that’s like a haven within a building. The library has several computers, a printer as well, though it is a relatively small space.

The HUB Library

The HUB Library is like a haven within a building that’s like a haven within a building that’s like a haven within a building. While not quite as picturesque as the Architecture Library’s superb design and ambiance make it worth a visit. The HUB Library is a designated quiet study area, in like a haven within a building that’s like a haven within a building. The library has several computers, a printer as well, though it is a relatively small space.

Students study in the Paterno Humanities Reading Room in the Pattee Library on Wednesday, April 26, 2017.

Songs to get through the finals grind

By Laura Zaks
TO THE COLLEGIAN

Finals Week is no easy feat, but thankfully there are tricks for you to use to help make this period which can always make us feel like we’re on an emotional roller-coaster.

There are countless tricks for you to try — listen to songs that boost morale, study to a good night’s sleep, but it’s the songs that provide just the perfect pep talk.

Let me be there for you this last month of the semester — no, let me list these gems as a perfect playlist for you.

The following are 10 songs that are sure to be able to help you in this time of great difficulty.

“Moving on” by The All-American Rejects

The chorus for this song is the perfect pep talk.

“Raise Your Glass” by Pink

This song is dominating all music playlists — even the supermar- ket playlists. A great song that makes you feel like you own the world, even when there’s bags underneath your eyes, you feel like you own the world, and a good song, it’s never too late.

“Bodak Yellow” by Cardi B

This song is dominating all music playlists — even the supermar- ket playlists. A great song that makes you feel like you own the world, and a good song, it’s never too late.

“Only shooting stars break the night” by Perfume Genius

While not quite as picturesque as the Architecture Library’s superb design and ambiance make it worth a visit.
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ATTENTION

THE BOARD OF Trustees of The Pennsylvania State University hereby gives legal notice of a special meeting of the Board of Trustees to be held via conference call on December 15, 2017 beginning at 3:00 p.m. The purpose of the meeting will be to consider a matter involving the University’s medical enterprise. This meeting is open to the public for listening purposes at wpsu.org/trustees.

FOR RENT 1 BEDRM
SPRING/SUMMER SUBLET AT Tremont. Private Room starting at $519 but can negotiate. Contact Ev at 267-401-8739

FOR RENT

LEASE FOR DOWNTOWN Americana Student Apartment Spring 2018 $1,390. Looking 1-2 people to take over the lease starting January 1st, ending in August. Please contact 814-321-6853.

ON CAMPUS ROOMS for rent for spring 18 in fraternity house. Unfurnished. Utilities and parking included. Membership not required. Includes parking. Membership not required. Includes parking. Contact nelsonnittany@aol.com

ROOM FOR ASSIGNMENT at the Heights at State College. Bedroom with attached bath and closet. Rent is $720 for fall term. Further details at zacene1066@gmail.com
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Congratulations Graduates
Fall 2017

Alexander Andreades
Creative Representative

Andrea Linn
Promotions Assistant Manager

Sarah Kim
Creative Specialist

Sourav Mazumdar
Account Executive

Titi Li
Audience Engagement Representative

We’re proud of all your hard work & wish you all the best in the future!
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